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| Patron Type             | Brown Faculty | Brown Graduate | Brown Undergrad | Bryant Faculty | Bryant Staff | Bryant Student | Butler Hosp. | CCRI Adjunct Fac. | CCRI Faculty | CCRI Other | CCRI Staff | CCRI Student | CCRI Medical Center | Newport Hospital | PC faculty/PC clergy | PC Graduate | PC Grad. Asst. | PC Undergrad | RI Dept. of Health | RIC Grad. Doctoral | RIC Grad. Asst. | RIC Graduate | RIC Special | RIC Staff | RIC Undergraduate | RW Medical Center | RWU Faculty | RWU Grad. Student | RWU Special | RWU Staff | RWU Undergraduate | Salve Faculty | Salve Graduate | Salve ILL | Salve Staff | Salve Undergrad | Slater Hospital | St. Joseph | URI Faculty | URI Graduate Thesis | URI Graduate | URI Other Patrons | URI Staff | URI Undergraduate | VA Medical Center | Total |
|------------------------|---------------|----------------|-----------------|----------------|--------------|---------------|--------------|-------------------|--------------|-------------|-------------|--------------|-------------------|----------------|-------------------|--------------|---------------|---------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|---------------|-------------|-------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|-------------|----------------|---------------|----------------|-------------|---------------|---------------|----------------|---------------|----------------|---------------|----------------|---------------|----------------|---------------|----------------|---------------|
| Total                  | 126           | 219            | 8               | 343            | 195          | 2             | 1            | 4                 | 1            | 697         | 751         | 491         | 382            | 1               | 910            | 4              | 4140          |
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